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Abstract. One key feature of the Semantic Web lies in the ability to link re-
lated Web resources. However, while relations within particular datasets are often
well-defined, links between disparate datasets and corpora of Web resources are
rare. The increasingly widespread use of cross-domain reference datasets, such
as Freebase and DBpedia for annotating and enriching datasets as well as docu-
ments, opens up opportunities to exploit their inherent semantic relationships to
align disparate Web resources. In this paper, we present a combined approach to
uncover relationships between disparate entities which exploits (a) graph analysis
of reference datasets together with (b) entity co-occurrence on the Web with the
help of search engines. In (a), we introduce a novel approach adopted and applied
from social network theory to measure the connectivity between given entities in
reference datasets. The connectivity measures are used to identify connected Web
resources. Finally, we present a thorough evaluation of our approach using a pub-
licly available dataset and introduce a comparison with established measures in
the field.

Keywords: Semantic connectivity, co-occurrence-based measure, linked data,
data integration, link detection, semantic associations.

1 Introduction

The emergence of the Linked Data approach has led to the availability of a wide va-
riety of structured datasets on the Web1 which are exposed according to Linked Data
principles [3]. However, while the central goal of the Linked Data effort is to create a
well-interlinked graph of Web data, links are still comparatively sparse, often focusing
on a few highly referenced datasets such as DBpedia2, YAGO [28] and Freebase3, while
the majority of data exists in a rather isolated fashion. This is of particular concern for
datasets which describe the same or potentially related resources or real-world entities.
For instance, within the academic field, a wealth of potentially connected entities are

1 http://lod-cloud.net/state
2 http://dbpedia.org
3 http://www.freebase.com
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described in bibliographic datasets and domain-specific vocabularies, while no explicit
relationships are defined between equivalent, similar or connected resources [8].

Furthermore, knowledge extraction and Named Entity Recognition (NER) tools and
environments such as GATE [5], DBpedia Spotlight4, Alchemy5, AIDA6 or Apache
Stanbol7 are increasingly applied to automatically generate structured data (entities)
from unstructured resources such as Web sites, documents or social media. For ex-
ample, such automatically generated data may provide some initial classification and
structure, such as the association of terms with entity types defined in a structured
RDF schema (as in [22]). However, entities extracted via Natural Language Processing
(NLP) techniques usually are noisy, ambiguous and lack sufficient semantics. Hence,
identifying links between related entities within a particular dataset, as well as with
pre-existing knowledge, serves three main purposes (a) enrichment, (b) disambiguation
and (c) data consolidation. Often, dataset providers aim at enriching a particular dataset
by adding links (enrichments) to comprehensive reference datasets. Current interlink-
ing techniques usually resort to mapping entities which refer to the same resource or
real-world entity, e.g., by creating owl:sameAs references between an extracted en-
tity representing the city “Berlin” with the corresponding Freebase and Geonames8

entries.
However, additional value lies in the detection of related entities within and across

datasets, e.g., by creating skos:related or so:related references between entities
that are to some degree connected [10,14]. In particular, the widespread adoption of
reference datasets opens opportunities to analyse such reference graphs to detect the
connectivity, i.e., the semantic association [2,26] between a given set of entities. How-
ever, uncovering these connections would require the assessment of very large data
graphs in order to (a) identify the paths between given entities and (b) measure their
meaning with respect to a definition of semantic connectivity.

In this paper, we present a general-purpose approach that combines a co-occurrence-
based and a semantic measure to uncover relationships between entities within ref-
erence datasets in disparate datasets. Our novel semantic connectivity score is based
on the Katz index [16], a score for measuring relatedness of actors in a social net-
work, which has been adopted and expanded to take into account the semantics of
data graphs, while the co-occurrence-based method relies on Web search results re-
trieved from search engines. Finally, we evaluate the approach using the publicly
available USAToday corpus and compare our entity connectivity results with related
measures.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses previous
related work in the field. Section 3 presents the use case scenario that motivated our
approach. Section 4 presents our entity connectivity approach. Section 5 and Section 6
show the evaluation strategies and their results. Finally, Section 7 summarizes our con-
tributions and discusses future work.

4 http://dbpedia.org/spotlight
5 http://www.alchemyapi.com
6 http://adaptivedisclosure.org/aida/
7 http://incubator.apache.org/stanbol
8 http://www.geonames.org

owl:sameAs
skos:related
so:related
http://dbpedia.org/spotlight
http://www.alchemyapi.com
http://adaptivedisclosure.org/aida/
http://incubator.apache.org/stanbol
http://www.geonames.org
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2 Related Work

Lehmann et al. [17] introduces RelFinder, which shows semantic associations between
multiple entities from a RDF dataset, based on a breadth-first search algorithm, that is
responsible for finding all related entities in the tripleset. Contrasting with RelFinder,
Seo et al. [25] proposed the OntoRelFinder that uses a RDF Schema for finding seman-
tic associations between two entities through its class links. Scarlet [23,24] is another
approach that relies on different schemas to identify relationships between entities.

Han et al. [15] proposes a slightly different approach. Instead of finding connections
between two given entities, they expect to find the entities that are most connected, with
respect to a given relationship and entity. This approach is interesting since it throws
another perspective on the problem that we consider. However, they look for connected
entities by means of a known relationship, while we aspire to uncover such connections
between known entities.

Anyanwu et al. [1] present the SemRank, a customizable query framework that al-
lows different setups for ranking methods, resulting in different perspectives for the
same query. Thus, given two entities, depending on the setup the search results vary
from more traditional (e.g. common connections or closest paths between entities) to
less traditional (e.g. longer paths). In our approach, we consider both short and long
paths to determine connectivity between two entities and Web resources.

Work from Leskovec et al. [18] presents a technique suggesting positive and negative
relationships between people in a social network. This notion is also addressed in our
method, but we take into account the path length. The longer is the path, the smaller is
its contribution to the score.

The problem of discovering relationships between entities was also addressed by
Damljanovic et al. [6] in Open Innovation scenarios, where companies outsource tasks
on a network of collaborators. Their approach exploits the links between entities ex-
tracted from both the user profiles and the task descriptions in order to match experts
and tasks. For this task, they use reference datasets and distinguish between entities
as hierarchical and transversal. Following her approach, we distinguish between both
relations types, although we focus on transversal relations.

Related work in the field of recommender systems includes the work by Passant [20],
which presents a linked data semantic distance measure (LDSD) for music recommen-
dation, by taking mainly into account incoming and outgoing links as well as indirect
links between resources (i.e., songs and singers) to determine a recommendation score,
used for recommending both direct and lateral music. In later work [19], he introduces
a filtering step, by removing properties between resources that are not meaningful in
the music context. Work on movie recommendation by Souvik et al. [7] considers an
approach based on object features in order to improve movie recommendation, by us-
ing several similarity functions that deal with nominal, boolean and numeric features.
Furthermore, they also use a linear regression method to assign weights for each fea-
ture type. Although this method presents good results, they do not consider semantic
connections to uncover latent features.

Fang et al. [9] introduces the REX system, which computes a ranked list of entity
pairs to describe entity relationships. The graph structure is decomposed for an entity
pair resulting in unique graph patterns and ranks, where these patterns are matched
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according to a measure of interestingness, based on the traditional random walk algo-
rithm and the patterns found between an entity pair.

Sieminski [27] presents a method to measure the semantic similarity between texts
on the Web, which consists of a modified tf-idf model and semantic analysis that makes
use of WordNet structure. However, unlike his work, we explore the connections given
by transversal properties in order to uncover latent connections between texts, rather
than to explore similarity between them.

From the approaches outlined, we combine different techniques to uncover connec-
tions between disparate entities, which allows us to exploit the relationships between
entities to identify connected Web resources.

3 Motivation

In this section we describe an example originating from actual Web information inte-
gration problems to illustrate the motivation of our work on discovering latent semantic
relationships through its semantic relations.

The example below shows two descriptions of documents extracted from the US-
AToday corpus. Note that, the underlined terms refer to the recognised entities in each
document derived from an entity recognition and enrichment process.

(i) The Charlotte Bobcats could go from the NBA’s worst team to its best bargain.

(ii) The New York Knicks got the big-game performances they desperately needed
from Carmelo Anthony and Amar’e Stoudemire to beat the Miami Heat.

Although both documents are clearly related to Basketball/Sports topics, linguistic and
statistical approach would struggle to point out that both documents are connected.
First, both textual descriptions are rather short and lack sufficient contextual informa-
tion what makes it harder for purely linguistic or statistical approaches to detect their
connectivity. Second, in this particular case, there are no significant common words
between the documents. Usually, statistical and linguistic approaches are particularly
suitable for cases where large amounts of textual content is available to detect the rela-
tionships between Web resources. In particular, some common terminology is required
for detecting similarities between Web resources.

On the other hand, these challenges can be partially overcome by taking
advantage of structured background knowledge to disambiguate and enrich the
unstructured textual information. The example shows two documents, each as-
sociated with a particular entity, where the term Charlotte Bobcats was en-
riched with the entity http://dbpedia.org/resource/Charlotte_Bobcats in
the document (i) and the term Carmelo Anthony was enriched with the entity
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Carmelo_Anthony in the document (ii). Thus,
analysing the DBpedia graph uncovers a connection between Charlotte Bobcats and
Carmelo Anthony (being a basketball team and player, respectively) and hence allows
us to establish a connection between the entities and their connected Web resources.
Specifically, both entities are connected through the path: Charlotte Bobcats↔ Eastern
Conference (NBA) ↔ New York Knicks ↔ Carmelo Anthony, where the intermediary
entities uncover a connection between Charlotte Bobcats and Carmelo Anthony.

http://dbpedia.org/resource/Charlotte_Bobcats
http://dbpedia.org/resource/Carmelo_Anthony
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4 Approach

In this section, we introduce two novel measures for entity interlinking, a semantic
graph-based connectivity score and one which utilises co-occurrence on the Web. Both
detect complementary relationships between entities as results show in Section 6.

4.1 Semantic Connectivity Scores (SCS)

In this section, we define a semantic connectivity score between entities, based on a
reference graph that describes entities and their relations. Similar to Damljanovic et
al. [6], we distinguish between hierarchical and transversal relations in a given graph.
Typical hierarchical properties in RDF graphs are, for instance, rdfs:subclassOf,
dcterms:subject and skos:broader, and usually serve as an indicator for similarity
between entities. In contrast, transversal properties do not indicate any classification or
categorisation of entities, but describe non-hierarchical relations between entities which
indicate a form of connectivity independent of their similarity.

To illustrate the semantic connectivity, we refer to the pair of entities “Jean Claude
Trichet” and “European Central Bank”, which have no equivalence or taxonomic rela-
tion, but have a high connectivity according to transversal properties. For example, the
“European Central Bank” is linked to the entity “President of the European Central
Bank” through the RDF property http://dbpedia.org/property/leaderTitle
that, for its part, links to “Jean Claude Trichet” through the RDF property
http://dbpedia.org/property/title.

Let R be a reference triple set and G be the associated undirected graph, in the sense
that the nodes of G correspond to the individuals occurring in R and the edges of G
correspond to the properties between individuals defined in R. From this point on, we
will refer to the individuals occurring in R as entities.

We define the semantic connectivity score (S CS ) between a pair of entities (e1, e2)
in G as follows:

S CS (e1, e2) =
τ∑

l=1

βl · |paths<l>
(e1,e2)| (1)

where |paths<l>
(e1,e2)| is the number of transversal paths between the entities e1 and e2 of

length l, τ is the maximum length of paths considered (in our case τ = 4, as explained
in more details below), and 0 < β ≤ 1 is a positive damping factor. The damping factor
βl is responsible for exponentially penalizing longer paths. The smaller this factor, the
smaller the contribution of longer paths to the final score. Obviously, if the damping
factor is 1, all paths will have the same weight independently of length. In previous ex-
periments, we observed that β = 0.5 presented better results in terms of precision [21].

The semantic connectivity score between entities is a variation of the Katz index [16]
introduced to estimate the relatedness of actors in a social network. We introduced a
number of derivations to improve its applicability to large graphs and to reflect the
added semantics provided by labelled edges in RDF graphs, as opposed to the limited
semantics of edges in a social network. A detailed discussion of the advantages and
limitations of our approach is provided in Section 7.

rdfs:subclassOf
dcterms:subject
skos:broader
http://dbpedia.org/property/leaderTitle
http://dbpedia.org/property/title
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As one main adaptation of Katz, we exploit the semantics of edges in a given data
graph by excluding hierarchical properties from our connectivity score computation. As
defined earlier, connectivity is indicated by transversal properties. Currently, no further
distinction between property types has been introduced into our formula, though we ex-
plicitly envisage such an adaptation. However, given the vast amount of property types
in datasets such as DBpedia, a distinction at the general and domain-independent level
is computationally too expensive and therefore does not scale. Instead, we particularly
suggest the adaptation of our formula to specific domains or entity types, which allows
the consideration of more fine-grained semantics provided by distinct property types.

In addition, we opted for an undirected graph model in order to reduce computational
complexity, since a property is often found in its inverse form (e.g. fatherOf/sonOf) [13].
While most current entity interlinking techniques apply their approaches to a restricted
set of entity types to allow some sort of tailoring and, as consequence, more precise
results, our experiments in Section 5 show that even our fairly generic score produces
useful and promising results, which can be improved by means of domain-specific adap-
tations.

As the semantic score is based on the number of paths and distances (length of a
path) between entities, SCS considers only paths with a maximum length (τ = 4), as
also adopted in [9]. This maximum length was identified by investigating the semantic
score behaviour for edge distances ranging from 1 to 6, as detailed below.

In our experiments, we randomly selected 200 entity pairs and computed the seman-
tic connectivity score (S CS ) (see Eq. 1) for the aforementioned path length range (see
Figure 1a). As expected, the average number of paths grows exponentially with the
distance (i.e. the path length), see Figure 1a.

Thus, as in the small world assumption [29], beyond a certain path length, every node
pair is likely to be connected. However, as opposed to the small world assumption that
people are interlinked through a maximum distance of 6 connections, we found that for
interlinking entities this number is lower, approximately by two degrees. This decision
is backed up according to several experiments, detailed below.

After computing all entity pairs for different path lengths, we evaluated the coeffi-
cient of variation of the semantic score, Cv = σ/μ, where, for a given length, σ is the
standard deviation of the number of paths and μ is the mean number of paths. This
coefficient is used to measure the spread of the semantic score distribution, taking into
account an upper bound path length (see Figure 1b).

From the behaviour of the curve in Figure 1b, it is apparent that the contribution
of paths with distances greater than 4 edges is low. Also as expected, the average run-
ning time to compute the path grows exponentially with the distance. Hence, including
longer path lengths increases significantly the computational costs, while producing
only minimal gains in performance. Thus, we obtain the best balance between perfor-
mance and informational gain to the semantic score. That is, we minimise the path
length considered, while maximise the contribution in the overall score.

4.2 Co-occurrence-Based Measure (CBM)

We introduce in this section a co-occurrence-based measure between entities that relies
on an approximation of the number of existing Web pages that contain their labels.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Maximum path length analysis. Figure (a) shows the number of paths with respect to
length and (b) shows the gain of information when considering different path lengths.

For example, we estimate the CBM score of a pair of entities by submitting queries
(such as “Jean Claude Trichet” + “European Central Bank”) to a search engine and
retrieving the total number of search results that contain the entity labels in their text
body. Thus, we define the CBM score of a pair of entities e1 and e2 as follows:

CBM(e1, e2) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0, if count(e1) = 0 or count(e2) = 0

1, if count(e1) = count(e2) = count(e1, e2) = 1

Log(count(e1, e2))
Log(count(e1))

· Log(count(e1, e2))
Log(count(e2))

, otherwise

(2)

where count(ei) is the number of Web pages that contain an occurrence of the label
of entity ei, and count(e1, e2) is the number of Web pages that contain occurrences of
the labels of both entities. Note that count(e1, e2) is a non-negative integer always less
than or equal to count(ei), for i = 1, 2. Hence, the final score is already normalised to
0 ≤ CBM(e1, e2) ≤ 1.

There are other similar approaches to quantify the relation between entities, such as
Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)[4] and Normalised Google Distance (NGD)[12].
However, they take into account the joint distribution and the probability of their in-
dividual distributions, which requires to know a priori the total number of Web pages
searched by a search engine.

To illustrate the co-occurrence-based score (CBM), consider the values count(e1) =
count(e2) = count(e1, e2), meaning that all occurrences of e1 and e2 appear together.
In this case, the resulting co-occurrence-based score is 1, disregarding the number of
search results.

For example, having count(e1) = count(e2) = count(e1, e2) = 10 or count(e3) =
count(e4) = count(e3, e4) = 1000, would result in the same score. Evidently, if we would
consider the probabilities, as in PMI or NGD, the latter case would get a higher score.
Nevertheless, since we are not interested in disjoint comparisons, e.g., CBM(e1, e2)
against CBM(e3, e4), we do not need to estimate the total number of pages, neither
include it in the formula.
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4.3 Towards a Combined Measure

As shown in previous work [21], although there is an overlap between the semantic
and co-occurrence based approaches, some relationships cannot be uncovered by co-
occurrence methods or by semantic methods alone. Thus, given that the results from
SCS and CBM are seen as complementary, one conclusion is to combine them, which
provides the advantage of scalability at discovering entity connections, where CBM
would be used as a default approach, and SCS could be employed as an extensive search
for finding latent connections in the resulting set of entity pairs deemed unconnected
according to CBM, see Eq. 3.

αCBM+S CS (ei, e j) =

{
CBM(ei, e j), if CBM(ei, e j) > 0
S CS (ei, e j), otherwise

(3)

where ei and e j are entities and i � j.

5 Evaluation Method

5.1 Dataset

The dataset for assessing entity connectivity consists of a set of 40,000 document pairs
randomly selected from the USAToday news Website9, where each document contains
a title and a summary as textual content. The summary of each document has on average
200 characters. The corpus was annotated using DBpedia Spotlight10 which resulted in
approximately 80,000 entity pairs.

5.2 Gold Standard

Given the lack of benchmarks for validating latent relationships between entities, we
created a gold standard using CrowdFlower11, a crowdsourcing platform. To ensure a
sufficient quality of the results, we required each user to pass through a set of tests where
correct answers were known already, what allowed us to filter out poor assessors. In this
way, we were able to avoid relevance judgements from untrusted workers. Moreover,
as our corpus is focused on American news, we restrict the assessment only to workers
located in the United States.

Thus, in order to construct the gold standard, we randomly selected 1000 entity pairs
and 600 document pairs to be evaluated. The evaluation process consisted of a question-
naire in a 5-point Likert scale model where participants are asked to rate their agree-
ment of the suggested semantic connection between a given entity pair. Additionally,
we inspected participants’ expectations regarding declared connected entities. In this
case, presenting two entities deemed to be connected, we asked participants if such
connections were expected (from extremely unexpected to extremely expected in the
Likert scale).

9 http://www.usatoday.com
10 http://spotlight.dbpedia.org/
11 https://www.crowdflower.com/

http://www.usatoday.com
http://spotlight.dbpedia.org/
https://www.crowdflower.com/
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The collected judgements provided a gold standard for the analysis of our techniques.
Note that in the case of this work, additional challenges are posed with respect to the
gold standard, because our semantic connectivity score is aimed at detecting possibly
unexpected relationships which are not always obvious to the user. To this end, a gold
standard created by humans provides an indication of the performance of our approach
with respect to precision and recall, but it may lack appreciation of some of our found
relationships (see Section 6.2 for a detailed discussion).

5.3 Evaluation Methods

We also present a comparison of our approach against competing methods which mea-
sure connectivity via co-occurrence-based metrics to detect entity connectivity. In this
evaluation we compared the performance of CBM against SCS and a third method (Ex-
plicit Semantic Analysis (ESA)) that is based on statistical and semantic methods.

Specifically, ESA [11] measures the relatedness between Wikipedia concepts by us-
ing a vector space model representation, where each vector entry is assigned using the
tf-idf weight between the entities and its occurrence in the corresponding Wikipedia
article. The final score is given by the cosine similarity between the weighted vec-
tors. Note that ESA can be applied to measure any kind of corpora, not just Wikipedia
concepts.

5.4 Evaluation Metrics

We measure the performance of the entity connectivity using the standard metrics of
precision (P), recall (R) and F1 measure. Note that in these metrics, as relevant en-
tity pairs, we consider those that were marked in the gold standard (gs) as connected
according to the 5-point Likert Scale (Strongly Agree & Agree).

(P) is defined as the ratio of the set of retrieved entity pairs that have relevant uncov-
ered connections over the set of entity pairs that have connections, see Eq. (4).

P =
|μτretrieved ∩ μrelevant |
|μτretrieved|

(4)

where μrelevant is the set of retrieved entity pairs that are relevant and μτretrieved is the
set of retrieved connections that has a semantic connectivity score greater than a given
threshold (τ). The threshold used in our experiments is shown in Section 6).

The recall measure is the ratio of the set of the retrieved entity pairs (R) that have
relevant uncovered connections over all relevant connected entity pairs according to the
gold standard, see Eq. (5).

R =
|μτretrieved ∩ μrelevant |
|μrelevant(gs) |

(5)

where μrelevant(gs) is the set of all relevant entity pairs.
Finally, F1 measure shows the balance between precision and recall, and is computed

as F1 = 2 · P·R
P+R .
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6 Results

For each method described in the Sections 4 and 5, we present the results on their
ability to discover latent connections over the entities. Furthermore, we also present
an in depth-analysis of their shortcomings and advantages for discovering connections
between entities.

6.1 Entity Connectivity Results

Table 1 shows the results obtained by the questionnaire and used as gold standard for
the entity connectivity. The results are presented in a 5-point Likert scale of agreement
ranging from Strongly Agree to Strongly disagree.

Table 1. Number of entity-pairs in each category (5-point Likert scale) in gold standard

Strongly Agree Agree Undecided Disagree Strongly Disagree

63 178 127 227 217

In Figure 2, we report the performance for the co-occurrence-based score (CBM),
Explicit Semantic Analysis (ESA) and our proposed adaptation of the Katz score
(SCS). We considered as relevant all the entity pairs which had relevance judgements as
Strongly Agree and Agree, and scores greater than a threshold. Since our task is to un-
cover latent relationships between entities rather than ranking them, we set the threshold
to 0 (i.e. we include all results), but for some tasks we might want to raise this, e.g. for
ranking or recommending.

According to Figure 2, SCS performs better in terms of precision whereas CBM
achieves highest recall value. SCS and CBM present only minimal differences with
respect to precision and recall, while ESA has the lowest values for all metrics.

Fig. 2. P/R/F1 measure according to the gold standard (GS) amongst methods

In addition to performance, we are also interested in the agreement between the
methods. Identifying missed and detected relationships amongst all measures provides
an indicator of their complementarity. In Table 2 we present a pairwise comparison
of methods where we show the ratio of connections that are found by one method
and missed by another. It is notable that CBM and SCS capture most of the connec-
tions, even though CBM misses 3.1% and 11.2%, and SCS misses 9.5% and 12.3% for
Strongly Agree and Agree respectively.
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Table 2. Ratio of connections detected by each method, according to the gold standard

CBM CBM SCS SCS ESA ESA

(not in SCS) (not in ESA) (not in CBM) (not in ESA) (not in CBM) (not in SCS)

Strongly Agree 9.5% 76% 3.1% 71% 7.9% 9.5%
Agree 12.3% 63.4% 11.2% 60.1% 8.9% 6.7%
Undecided 9.4% 60.6% 6.3% 59.8% 5.5% 7.9%
Disagree 15.0% 63.0% 7.1% 53.3% 7.1% 5.3%
Strongly Disagree 18.4% 63.1% 51.6% 4.6% 4.6% 6.9%

Besides the missed connections, we also take into account the expectedness of a con-
nection between entity pairs. The expectedness shows how well established the connec-
tion is: an unexpected connection would be a relevant inferred indirect link between the
entities. Thus, unexpectedness can be interpreted as a creation of novel links between
entities. We see that SCS uncovers 25% of the unexpected connections, while CBM
uncovers 16%. For this task, ESA was not able to uncover any new connections.

6.2 Results Analysis

In this section, we provide a detailed analysis of the results. The analysis is guided by
the initial aims of our work on discovering latent connections between entities within a
data graph (at varying path lengths), rather than competing with well established meth-
ods such as co-occurrence-based approaches widely deployed by search engines. To
this end, the results of the listed approaches are complementary, where each of the ap-
proaches is able to establish unique entity connections.

In Figure 3, we show the agreement of entity pair ranking retrieved by SCS compared
with CBM. The entity pair ranking follows an expected decline, where most connec-
tions are found at high ranks, whereas only a few are found at very low ranks.

As we can see in Figure 3, for the topmost rank of co-occurrence-based entity pairs,
225 of them have a semantic connection. Ideally, since these pairs are ranked in the
top position, we expected to find a semantic connection between all of them. Arguably,

Fig. 3. The x-axis represents the ranking position x of entity pairs according to the CBM rank-
ings. The y-axis represent the number of entity pairs ranked at xth position that have a semantic
connection according to our connectivity threshold.
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Table 3. Kendall tau and Jaccard-index between SCS and CBM entity rankings

k@2 k@5 k@10
Dataset Kendall tau Jaccard-index Kendall tau Jaccard-index Kendall tau Jaccard-index

USAToday 0.40 0.09 0.47 0.19 0.52 0.21

the dependency rank-position to semantic connection should follow the trend where the
lower the rank position, the higher the number of semantic connected entity pairs. In
this sense, we can estimate which items have some missing relations. This is the first
step in the task of actually discovering the missing relations. By observing the missing
semantic ranked pairs on the x-axis, we can identify which entities miss some connec-
tion induced by the co-occurrence-based score (the problem introduced on Section 3).
It is worth noting that, after the 260th rank position in the x-axis, the behaviour of the
curve is in line with our expectations, i.e., the lower the correlation induced by the
co-occurrence-based score, the lower that induced by the semantic connectivity score.

To show the complementarity between CBM and SCS, we used the Kendall tau rank
correlation coefficient to assess the agreement of the entity ranks induced by the seman-
tic connectivity score based on the DBpedia graph against the entity ranks induced by
CBM. Table 3 shows the results.

As we can see from Table 3, the overlap between the rankings is not high. However,
as our previous evaluation with the gold standard shows, this indicates that the scores
induce different relationships between entities. The CBM score induces a relationship
that reflects the overall co-occurrence of entities in the Web, whereas the semantic con-
nectivity score mirrors the DBpedia graph.

Thus, as shown in Table 4, the CBM+SCS is the best performing approach compared
to the other methods for the task of entity connectivity. Moreover, when comparing the
F1 results from the CBM+SCS and SCS, we achieve significantly different results for
p-value = 0.04 with 95% confidence.

Table 4. P/R/F1 measures according to gold-standard and amongst methods

CBM SCS ESA CBM+SCS

Precision 0.32 0.34 0.16 0.34
Recall (GS) 0.81 0.78 0.23 0.90
Recall 0.52 0.51 0.15 0.58
F1 (GS) 0.46 0.47 0.19 0.50
F1 0.40 0.41 0.15 0.43

We would also like to point out the challenges posed by our approach on creating
a gold standard. As mentioned previously, while our work aims at detecting semantic
entity connections beyond traditional co-occurrences, this results in connections which
might be to some extent unexpected yet correct, according to background knowledge
(such as DBpedia in our case). Hence, using a manually created gold standard, though
being the only viable option, necessarily impacts the precision values for our work in
a negative way, as correct connections might have been missed by the evaluators. This
has been partially confirmed by the large number of detected co-occurrences which
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were marked as undecided by the users, where manual inspection of samples in fact
confirmed a positive connection. This confirms that in a number of cases, connections
were not necessarily incorrect but simply unknown to the users. Thus, we believe that a
more thorough evaluation providing the evaluators with information on how a connec-
tion emerged, by showing all properties and entities that are part of a path greater than
one, would give us more reliable judgements.

An example found in our evaluation is between the politicians “Barack Obama” and
“Olympia Snowe”, where the first is the current US president and the latter is one of
the current senior US senators. Although the evaluators did not identify a connection
between them, our semantic connectivity approach found several paths with length 2
or more. Additionally, they are related via several topics in real life, which confirms
the validity of the paths found by our approach. For instance, this information could be
exploited by news Websites for improving the user experience on finding related topics
or news.

7 Discussion and Outlook

We have presented a general-purpose approach to discover relationships between en-
tities, utilising structured background knowledge from reference graphs as well as co-
occurrence of entities on the Web. To compute entity connectivity, we first introduced
a semantic-based entity connectivity approach (SCS), which adapts a measure from so-
cial network theory (Katz) to data graphs, in particular Linked Data. We were able to
uncover 14.3% entity connections not found by the state of the art method described
here as CBM. While using a combination of CBM+SCS, we achieved a F1 measure of
43% for entity connectivity.

Our experiments show that SCS enables the detection of entity relationships that a
priori linguistic and co-occurrence approaches would not reveal. Contrary to the latter,
SCS relies on semantic relations between entities as represented in structured back-
ground knowledge, captured in reference datasets.

While both approaches (CBM and SCS) produce fairly good indicators for entity and
document connectivity, an evaluation based on Kendall’s tau rank correlation showed
that the approaches differ in the relationships they uncover [21]. A comparison of agree-
ment and disagreement between different methods revealed that both approaches are
complementary and produce particularly good results in combination with each other.
The semantic approach is able to find connections between entities that do not nec-
essarily co-occur in documents (found on the Web), while the CBM tends to empha-
sise entity connections between entities that are not necessarily strongly connected in
reference datasets. Thus, a combination of our semantic approach and traditional co-
occurrence-based measures provide promising results for detecting related entities.

Despite the encouraging results, one of the key limitations of our Katz-based mea-
sure is the limited consideration of edge semantics in its current form. At the moment,
property types are distinguished only at a very abstract level, while valuable seman-
tics about the meaning of each edge (i.e., each property) is left unconsidered during
the connectivity computation. We are currently investigating approaches to take better
advantage of the semantics of properties in data graphs.
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Another issue faced during the experimental work is related to the high computa-
tional demands when applying our approach to large-scale data, which restricted our
experiments to a limited dataset. In particular, the combination of traditional measures
with our approach could help in improving performance, for instance, by computing
our semantic connectivity only between entity pairs deemed unconnected by traditional
measures. In addition, reducing the gathering of paths to a limited set of nodes (“hub
nodes”) might help in further improving scalability.
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